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*Quest to Rescue Our Future sows the seeds for a 21st Century path of humanity*  
(Customer Review, Barnes and Noble)

Quest to Rescue Our Future sows the seeds for a 21st Century path of humanity that is colorblind and race blind and breaks with the 18 and 19th century Eurocentric claims of humanity. This book comes at a time of collapsed leadership in most academic institutions to rescue humanity and design a humanized path. With a principally new development perspective the author breaks with the standard and opposing (Marxist and other) approaches of development. The work elucidates with clear, systematic argumentation and great communication skills the poverty of discourses in support of the supremacy of the West and consequently the failure of a few hundred years of Western hegemony and claiming of the leadership in philosophical and scientific “truths”.

The book is from the first to the last word always a ‘we’ quest and never an ‘I’ quest. This original and perfect marriage of an extra-disciplinary approach and a universal ethical framework has implications for the foundations of academic institutions across the world as well as democratic, economic and political systems. This tremendous work is an invitation for people of all walks to act towards practically and morally constructing the future of humanity in the fellowship of an emergent “We” when the human beings have been dehumanized and disconnected from the life-enhancing force of evolution.